In the article "The
.
AUM:
The atomic unit of the mass 9.10938356×10 -31 kg [12] .
The number of atomic units of mass of the Earth.
GFQ:
The gravitational force quantum.
G:
The elementary gravitational charge.
Introduction
In the previous article titled The Gravitational Force Quantum and its Value" [1] , the author defined the gravitational force of the atomic unit (or "Gravitational Force Quantum") as a gravitational force which exerts one atomic unit of the Earth's mass on 1 kg of a mass on the Earth's surface, and he Corresponding author: Tomas Kala, Dr.Sc., assistent professor, research fields: material sciences and social sciences. calculated its value as: GFQ = 1.4958 × 10 -54 N, respecting the obvious fact, that the gravitation/gravity is an additive property of matter objects and taking into account other positivistic quantities like the mass of the Earth, the standard acceleration of the gravity, and the value of the atomic unit of the mass. In the present contribution, the author extended the Gravitational Force Quantum (GFQ) concept to further objects of the Sun planetary system and for Pluto.
The author recalculated the values found by multiplying them by second power of the radii of the corresponding objects, receiving values, which he defined as the "Elementary Gravitational Charge" (G O ) of the (one) atomic unit of mass of individual objects in the (radius) distance of 1 meter. He also calculated the Elementary Gravitational Charge (G) on the basis of the classical Newton´s law for the atomic unit of the mass. 6.079675463 × 10 -41 N (4) The same procedures were followed with data for the planets of the solar system and Pluto given in the Table 1 .
The value of the "Elementary Gravitational Charge" corresponding to the atomic unit of the mass 
Results and Discussion
The author calculated values of the GFQ O on the analogous basis, i.e. of the mass and the standard acceleration of the gravity of individual objects and of the atomic unit of the mass given in the Table 1 . These values were the same as the one, which was calculated on the basis of the "classical" Newton´s formula: F G = × M × m / R 2 , for the gravitational force between the atomic unit mass and a mass of 1 kg at a distance of 1 meter, i.e. 6.079675463 × 10 -41 N.
The verity of the values of the GFQ O and G O might be limited by correctness of the atomic unit of the mass, the objects´ gravitational forces, mass and radius values, which were used in the calculation of the gravitational force quantum and elementary gravitational charge values. It can be foreseen, that the value of GFQ and G AUM will be revised in the future development of notion.
Conclusions
The gravitation/gravity should be considered as one of the immanent/in-born/distinguished property of the matter, like:
 a mass or a weight,  an inertia,  a space/volume,  a structure,  electric charge,  and others, which were discussed in the work [1] .
Respecting the obvious fact, that the gravitation/gravity is an additive property of matter objects and taking into account other positivistic quantities like the mass, and the radius of the Earth, and other objects of the Sun planetary system and the Pluto, and the value of the atomic unit of the mass, the author defined the gravitational force of the atomic unit (or "Gravitational Force Quantum") as a gravitational force which exerts one atomic unit of the objects' mass on 1 kg of a mass on the corresponding objects' surface, The author defined the Elementary Gravitational Charge (G) as a force which exerts one atomic unit of the mass on 1 kg of the mass in the distance of 1 meter, which value was calculated as 6.079675463 × 10 -41 N.
The parameter of the Elementary Gravitational Charge can be supposed to be analogous to the Elementary (Electric) Charge e =1.6021766208(98) x10 -19 C [13] . Namely, both of the quantities cannot be divided into smaller parts, both are additive, both can be measured on the basis of the force effects, both are well known from their apparent physical features and practical applications, however, origins and physical backgrounds of the both phenomena are hidden so far [13] [14] [15] . The quantity of the Elementary Gravitational Charge will probably be useful for the further development of the "quantum mechanical" approach to the description and to the general notion about the world.
The phenomenon of the gravitation might perhaps be connected with/caused/explained/etc. by the distortion of the space around the mass objects. It could be one of the main in-born/decisive/distinguish characteristics of material objects (or a matter/mass). For further (rather philosophical) discussion, see ref. [15] .
